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“Kids TV content under federal
government review”

The Australian newspaper ran a story with
this heading on Feb 28. The gist of it is that
the Federal Government is said to be
planning a wide-ranging review of
“outdated” quotas for content produced
in Australia to be announced soon.
Not surprisingly, given their ongoing
opposition to the children’s quality
Australian program and drama quotas
(going back to their introduction in 1978),
the commercial television industry is
reported as welcoming the review.
Nine Entertainment chief executive Hugh
Marks is quoted as saying:
It was imperative that quotas for children’s
programming were changed ... We spend a
lot of money on producing children’s content
required by quota, that children aren’t
watching, so that needs to be addressed. We
absolutely want a reduction or change.
In response, Jenny Buckland, Director
of the Australian Children’s Television
Foundation wrote in the ACTF news
bulletin:
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Tots and Tech: challenges for early childhood in a digital age
Friday 5th May, 2017, 9am-4:30pm
242 Telstra Conference Centre, 242 Exhibition Street, Melbourne

Confirmed speakers include:
Professor Susan Edwards

Director Early Childhood Futures research program, Learning
Sciences Institute Australia, Australian Catholic University

Title: Digital media & young children – what can we learn
from sociocultural theory about growing up in the digital
age?

Dr Justin Coulson

Honorary Fellow at the Centre for Positive Psychology in the
Graduate School of Education, University of Melbourne
Title: Toddlers and Touchscreens: How screen use in childhood impacts on social and emotional development

Well, here’s a thought: how about spending
money on children’s content that they do
watch?
Australian children’s television has
an amazing story to tell, thanks to the
Australian Children’s Drama Quota, which
the commercial broadcasters would so like
to see the back of. Much loved children’s
dramas that generations of Australians
have grown up with like Round the Twist,
The Girl from Tomorrow, Lockie Leonard,
H20: Just Add Water and Mortified were
all screened first on commercial television,
thanks to the children’s drama quota.
http://blog-actf.com.au/whenbroadcasters-cut-costs-on-local-tvcontent-its-the-children-who-pay/
ACCM’s President Elizabeth Handsley
responded with a letter to The Australian
(unpublished) saying :
The TV industry argues for deregulation
based on the fact that ‘children aren’t
watching’ the content they are required
to show under the Children’s Television
Continued on P 2..........
Standards.

KIDS TV CONTENT
UNDER REVIEW

Professor Leon Straker

John Curtin Distinguished Professor, School of Physiotherapy
and Exercise Science, Curtin University
Title: The potential impact of increasing media use on
young children’s physical health and development

Professor Sarah Blunden

Clinical Psychologist, Head of Paediatric Sleep ResearchDirector Clinical Masters in Psychology Program, Central
Queensland University
Title: Screen time or sleeptime: Gotta make a choice

childrenandmedia.org.au/events/accm-conference
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It’s time Australia changed to age-based
classification!
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Is your child under or over 15 years? Or under
or over 18 years?

Editor: Barbara Biggins OAM
Compiler: Caroline Donald
Editorial Board: Barbara
Biggins, Jane Roberts, Judy
Bundy, Elizabeth Handsley.

These are the ages around which the National
Classification Scheme for films and games in
Australia, presently revolves.
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And it’s time that changed. Parents of children
under 15 years need far more useful informationage-based advice that could really support their
choices of appropriate media, eg for children
aged 4-5, or 9-10.
The present system is based on concepts of
community standards and offence, not child
development.There is a reliable body of research
that identifies the types of content that can disturb,
scare, or in other ways cause harm to children, at
different stages of their lives. That’s what parents
and carers want and need to know.
Other countries have such age-based systems
and classification processes based on child
development. The Netherlands has had
its Kijkwijzer system for many years. It’s
scientifically- based , evaluated frequently and
well received by parents.
ACCM has for some time been arguing strongly
that:
• the present categories should be replaced
with G (all), 5+, 9+, 12+, 16+, 18+ , where,
for example, 5+ means suitable for those
5 and up.
• the categories from 12+ upwards should
have legal force
The reasons are that these ages represent,
on average, significant changes in children’s
development and stages of life. At age 5 they
start school; at 9 are exercising critical thinking
signalled by the shift from early to middle
childhood; at 12 start secondary school and enter
puberty, at 16, can leave school, but not yet an

adult.
The problem with the M category
is that it has no legal force, which
means that very young children
can and do attend such films,
risking potential harm from
violent, scary and otherwise
disturbing themes and content. Barbara Biggins
Setting legal force at a lower age OAM
Hon CEO
could help here. And perhaps
might discourage marketers from aiming their M
classified titles, and linked products like toys and
games, at the young.
ACCM recommends that a new 12+ category
should have legal force.
So who can change the classification system?
The Federal and State Ministers responsible
for censorship (the Federal Minister for
Communications, and State AGs mostly) together
decide on the National Classification Scheme.
Parents need to call for a change, and here’s what
you can do :
•
•
•
•
•

Complete our short survey at:
www.surveymonkey.com/r/WQP7ZZV
Contact your local federal member and
let them know you’d like a more effective
age-based classification system
Contact your State Minister responsible
for censorship (most likely your AG) and
let them know too.
Contact the Federal Minister for
Communications, Mitch Fifield
Copy your letters to ACCM

In the meantime don’t forget that :
•

•

ACCM provides child-developmentbased reviews which can be found at
Know Before You Go . This service is funded
by the SA Attorney General.
The Classification Board provides more
information about the present system at
the parent information section of their
website.

.....continued from P 1

The first steps in addressing that fact are for the
industry itself to schedule that content for times
when children are available in large numbers to
watch, and to promote that content as aggressively
as it does other programmes. To date, it has done
neither.
NOTE: A timely opportunity to express your
views on the need for quality drama quotas
for Australian children exists via this House
of Representatives’ Standing Committee on
Communications and the Arts Inquiry. The
Committee will take submission until March
31 on “factors contributing to the growth and
sustainability of the Australian film and television
industry”
www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/
Committees/House/Communications/
AustralianfilmandTV

NEW BOOK
Children, Adolescents, and Media:
The future of research and action
Lemish, D.; Jordan, A.; &
Rideout, V. (eds)

Routledge 2017

www.asc.upenn.edu/news-events/
publications/lemish-d-jordan-rideoutv-children-adolescents-and-media

Clips ‘n’ Cuts
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The Advertiser 4-2-2017

The Age 19-1-2017
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
ADVERTISING

EDUCATION

Confos, Nicolla, et al. 2016):
Young consumer-brand relationship
building potential using digital
marketing.
European Journal of Marketing 50.11.

Lauricella, A et al (2016)
Toddler learning from video: Effect of
matched pedagogical cues
Infant Behavior & Development Volume: 45
Pages: 22-30

D’Amico, E. et al. (2016)
Factors associated with younger
adolescents’ exposure to online alcohol
advertising.
Psychology of Addictive Behaviors. Nov 7

Posso, A. (2016):
Internet usage and educational
outcomes among 15-year old Australian
students.
International Journal of Communication
10 26.

Folkvord, F et al (2017)
Does a ‘protective’ message reduce the
impact of an advergame promoting
unhealthy foods to children? An
experimental study in Spain and The
Netherlands
Appetite, Volume 112, Pages 117–123

Schlesinger, M. et al (2016)
US preschoolers’ trust of and learning
from media characters.
Journal of Children and Media 10.3 321-340.

Gollwitzer, M (2016)
Media violence research needs to
look ahead, not back: commentary on
Anderson, Bushman, Donnerstein,
Hummer, and Warburton (2015)
Analyses of Social Issues and Public Policy
Volume: 16 Issue: 1 Pages: 435-438
Van den Bulck, Jan, et al. (2016)
Violence, sex, and dreams: Violent
and sexual media content infiltrate our
dreams at night.
Dreaming 26.4: 271.

HEALTH

Opree, Suzanna J., et al. (2016)
The impact of advertising on children’s
psychological wellbeing and life
satisfaction.
European Journal of Marketing 50.11 (2016):
1975-1992.

Schickhardt, C. (2016)
Eating disorders in minors and the role
of the media. An ethical investigation.
Justice, education and the politics of
childhood.
Springer International Publishing, 65-86.

Roettl, J;Waiguny, M; Terlutter, R. (2016)
The persuasive power of advergames: A
content analysis focusing on persuasive
mechanisms in advergames.
Australasian Marketing Journal 24.4: 275287.

SOCIAL

Vilaro, M. J., et al. (2017)
Weekday and weekend food advertising
varies on children’s television in the
USA but persuasive techniques and
unhealthy items still dominate.
Public Health 142: 22-30.

Downing, K. et al. (2016).
Informing active play and screen time
behaviour change interventions for
low socioeconomic position mothers of
young children: what do mothers want?
BioMed Research International

Visram, S. et al. (2016) “Consumption
of energy drinks by children and young
people: a rapid review examining
evidence of physical effects and
consumer attitudes.”
BMJ open 6.10: e010380.

Jongenelis, M., et al. 2016
An investigation of young girls’
responses to sexualized images
Body Image Volume: 19 Pages: 150-158

Chandra, Meena, et al. (2016)
Screen time of infants in Sydney,
Australia: a birth cohort study.
BMJ open 6.10: e012342.

Watson, W.L., et al (2017)
Advertising to children initiatives have
not reduced unhealthy food advertising
on Australian television.
Journal of Public Health (Oxford, Eng) 1.

Sharkins, Kimberly A., et al. (2016):
Preschool children’s exposure to
media, technology, and screen time:
Perspectives of caregivers from three
early childcare settings.
Early Childhood Education Journal 44.5
437-444.

COMPUTERS AND INTERNET

VIOLENCE

Ólafsson, K., et al (2017)
Is big brother more at risk than little
sister? The sibling factor in online risk
and opportunity.
New Media & Society 1461444817691531.

Bushman, B; Anderson, C Donnerstein, E
et al (2016)
Reply to Comments on SPSSI Research
Summary on Media Violence by Cupit
(2016), Gentile (2016), Glackin and Gray
(2016), Gollwitzer (2016), and Krahe
(2016)
Analyses of Social Issues and Public Policy
Volume: 16 Issue: 1 Pages: 443-450

Wright, Michelle F. (2016)
The buffering effect of parental
mediation in the relationship between
adolescents’ cyberbullying victimisation
and adjustment difficulties.
Child Abuse Review 25.5 345-358.

The evolution of scientific skepticism in
the media violence “debate”
Analyses Of Social Issues And Public Policy
Volume: 16 Issue: 1 Pages: 429-434

Gentile, D., 2016

EVENTS
Generation Next Mental Health and Wellbeing of Young
People Seminar Series
• Brisbane - Friday 26 May, 2017 •
• Perth - Friday 2 June 2017
• Canberra - Friday 9 June, 2017 •
• Melbourne - Friday 16 June, 2017
• Adelaide - Friday 28 July, 2017 •
• Sydney - Friday 4 August, 2017 •
• Sydney Leadership Program
Friday 4 August, 2017
www.generationnext.com.au
*******************
Australian content conversation
Australian Communications
and Media Authority
16-17 May 2017
International Convention Centre, Sydney
www.acma.gov.au
******************
Parent Engagement Conference
6-8 June 2017
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
pecaustralia.com/
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WORLD NEWS
Screen time of infants in Sydney

A study done in South-west Sydney as part
of the “Watch me grow” birth cohort study
has indicated that a large percentage of
children 18 months of age (40%) had daily
screen times of more than two hours.
The authors say that this is an important
finding in view of emerging evidence
that excess screen time in children causes
adverse cognitive, developmental and
health outcomes.
They say that factors contributing to excess
screen time have also been identified in
this study. These include having a single
mother or a father who was in fulltime
employment, and having no outdoor
equipent for play. However, the researchers
say that a greater understanding of risk
factors needs to be ascertained in order to
facilitate greater public health efforts to
reduce screen exposure.
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC5093377/

Consumption of energy drinks by
children and young people

A recent literature review from the
UK examined patterns of energy drink
consumption by children and young
people, attitudes towards these drinks,
and any associations with health or other
outcomes. This was the first independent
review of the scientific literature relating
solely to the consumption of energy drinks
by children and young people.
There
is
growing
evidence
that
consumption of energy drinks is associated
with a range of adverse outcomes and risk
behaviours in terms of children’s health
and well-being. However, taste, brand
loyalty and perceived positive effects

combine to ensure their popularity with
young consumers.
Gender was identified as an important
factor in attitudes to energy drinks, in
combination with gendered marketing
and perceived links to sports performance,
particularly among boys.
The authors suggest that more research
is needed to explore the short-term and
long-term impacts in all spheres, including
health, behaviour and education.
bmjopen.bmj.com/content/bmjopen/6/10/
e010380.full.pdf

Paedophiles track down Australian
kids online through social media

According to Lanai Scarr writing for
the Herald Sun, paedophiles are actively
attempting to track down Australian
children
through
innocent
photos
posted online by their parents and by
photographers.
Queensland police and cyber-security
experts have foiled a plan by paedophiles
to track down two 12-year-old girls
whose innocent pictures they harvested
online. Users of paedophile websites from
Australia, New Zealand, the US, Greece,
Germany, Switzerland, Finland and France
were posting deviant messages over photos
of young Australian girls.
The images and videos showed background
detail, including street signs, vehicle
registrations and landmarks and within a
few hours, the paedophiles had identified
the girls’ home town.
Task force chief, Detective Inspector John
Rowse, urged parents to be safe with
photos of their children online. He said

that parents need to know that the images
they are putting up online are also publicly
accessible to people all over the world. DI
Rowse also said that children didn’t have
a right to privacy when it came to online
devices and what they were sharing,
and that parents should be monitoring
everything their children are doing.
www.heraldsun.com.au/technology/
paedophiles-are-tracking-downaustralian-kids-online-through-socialmedia-for-parasite-porn/news-story/

New Carly’s Law to protect young
Australians online

The Minister for Justice, The Hon Michael
Keenan MP, has announced that young
Australians will have greater protection
from being groomed by online predators
under tough new laws to be introduced by
the Australian Government.
An evolved version of Carly’s Law will
make it a crime for an adult to use a carriage
service to commit an act in preparation for,
or planning to, cause harm to or engage in
or procure sexual activity with a minor.
The law will enable law enforcement
agencies to take action against predators
sooner and with greater consequence.
Police will have the power to intervene
before predators have a chance to act.
The minister said that the new law will
also serve as a strong deterrent, with a
tough new sentence of 10 years prison for
convicted offenders.
www.ministerjustice.gov.au/
Mediareleases/Pages/2017/FirstQuarter/
New-Carly%27s-Law-to-protect-youngAustralians-online.aspx

